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Supplemental Material

Using MBESS to implement the Methods Discussed
The methods discussed and developed in Kelley and Lai (2011a) are implemented with the freely avail-

able MBESS (Kelley, 2007a, 2007b; Kelley & Lai, 2011b) R (R Development Core Team, 2011) package.1

First, it is helpful to know that a confidence interval for ε can be formed with the function ci.rmsea(). To
form a 95% confidence interval for εwhen ε̂ = .05, ν = 25, and N = 450, ci.rmsea() can be called as follows:
> ci.rmsea(rmsea=.05, df=25, N=450, conf.level=.95),
which yields a 95% confidence interval of [.0269, .0720]. Notice that only summary statistics are necessary,
thus allowing researchers to obtain a confidence interval for ε given only summary statistics generally reported
in applications of SEM. Note that this task can also be done indirectly with SAS’s CNONCT function (2004) and
Steiger’s Noncentral Distribution Calculator Steiger (2007), among others.

The AIPE sample size method for the RMSEA we developed can be implemented with the
ss.aipe.rmsea() function. To replicate the empirical example we discussed in Kelley and Lai (2011a),
in the scenario where the researcher set ε∗ to .04 for the model in Holahan, Moos, Holahan, and Brennan (1997)
and desires to obtain a 95% confidence interval that is no wider than 0.035, ss.aipe.rmsea() can be used as
follows:
> ss.aipe.rmsea(RMSEA=.04, df=30, width=0.035, conf.level=.95),
which yields a necessary sample size 643, the same as that in our previous example.

As explained in Kelley and Lai (2011a), any sample size planning methods need to be viewed as approx-
imations, since they necessarily require some information that is not fully known about population parameters
as input. In the present article, the N calculated is conditional on ε∗, ω, and ν. To verify how well the AIPE
implied N leads to a confidence interval width compared to the desired width ω, a Monte Carlo simulation
study can be performed. First, the researcher needs to provide a model M(·) and a covariance matrix Σ; there
should be some discrepancy between M(·) and Σ, so that ε is larger than 0. There are two common ways to
create the discrepancy. One way is to use the model-implied covariance matrix M(θ) as Σ, and then misspecify
the original model by adding or removing paths. Let the misspecified model be M∗(·), then ε can be obtained
by fitting M∗(·) to Σ. We used this method to create misspecified models in our Monte Carlo simulation study
discussed previously in the text. Another way is to use the Cudeck-Browne procedure (Cudeck & Browne,

1R and MBESS are both available from the Comprehensive R Archival Network (CRAN) at www.cran.r-project.org and http://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/MBESS/index.html, respectively. On Macintosh and Windows systems, R can be installed with a self-
extracting installation package, and on these systems MBESS can be installed from within R using the Package Installation feature,
which connects to the CRAN where the software is housed. Source code for Macintosh, Windows, Linux/Unix for R and MBESS is
available on CRAN.
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1992) to create a covariance matrix Σ∗ that slightly differs from Σ, and the discrepancy (in terms of the RM-
SEA value) between the original model M(·) and Σ∗ is ε. No matter which method the researcher chooses, the
resulting ε is the population RMSEA.

The second step of the Monte Carlo simulation is to calculate the necessary sample size N based on the
input RMSEA, degrees of freedom, and desired width. If ε∗ equals ε, the resulting N is the exact, idealized
sample size. If ε∗ does not equal ε, the AIPE implied sample size, denoted N∗, will tend to be different
than the idealized sample size N (i.e., the sample size returned when ε∗ = ε is used as input for the sample
size planning procedure). The researcher can empirically evaluate how input information (N versus N∗) affects
various properties of the confidence intervals achieved in practice. Third, a random sample of size NMC (NMC =

N or N∗) is generated from a distribution with population covariance matrix ΣMC (ΣMC = Σ or Σ∗). Fourth, the
model MMC (MMC = M(·) or M∗(·)) is fit to the random sample, and a confidence interval for the population
RMSEA can be formed. Fifth, steps 3 and 4 are replicated a large number of times (e.g., 5,000 or 10,000),
so that distributional properties of interest regarding the confidence interval for the population RMSEA can be
obtained empirically and the effectiveness of sample size planning can be evaluated. For example, based on a
large amount of replications, the researcher can evaluate how ε∗ affects the empirical mean of the confidence
interval widths, compared to the desired expected width ω.

The Monte Carlo simulation we have explained can be implemented with the function
ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity(). The Cudeck-Browne procedure can be implemented with the function
Sigma.2.SigmaStar(). For example, to replicate the simulation in the first panel, second column of Table 2
in Kelley and Lai (2011a) (i.e., ε = 0.0268, ν = 23, ω = 0.02), the following steps can be used.

> require(sem)

> Model.2<-specify.model()

xi1 -> y1, lambda1, 1

xi1 -> y2, NA, 1

xi1 -> y3, lambda2, 1

xi1 -> y4, lambda3, 0.3

eta1 -> y4, lambda4, 1

eta1 -> y5, NA, 1

eta1 -> y6, lambda5, 1

eta1 -> y7, lambda6, 0.3

eta2 -> y6, lambda7, 0.3

eta2 -> y7, lambda8, 1

eta2 -> y8, NA, 1

eta2 -> y9, lambda9, 1

xi1 -> eta1, gamma11, 0.6

eta1 -> eta2, beta21, 0.6

xi1 <-> xi1, phi11, 0.49

eta1 <-> eta1, psi11, 0.3136

eta2 <-> eta2, psi22, 0.3136

y1 <-> y1, delta1, 0.51

y2 <-> y2, delta2, 0.51

y3 <-> y3, delta3, 0.51

y4 <-> y4, delta4, 0.2895

y5 <-> y5, delta5, 0.51

y6 <-> y6, delta6, 0.2895

y7 <-> y7, delta7, 0.2895

y8 <-> y8, delta8, 0.51

y9 <-> y9, delta9, 0.51
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The function specify.model() in the sem package (Fox, 2006) is used to specify an SEM model in
the RAM notation (McArdle & McDonald, 1984). Each line in the model specification list includes three parts,
separated by commas. The first part specifies a particular path in the model, with a single-headed arrow referring
to a regression effect and a double-headed arrow referring to variance/covariance. The second part denotes the
variable name of the particular path. If a variable name is NA in the second part, the particular path is fixed at the
value in the third part; otherwise the value in the third part refers to the starting value for the estimation of this
particular path. Thus, the object Model.2 obtained above is the model of interest (i.e., M(·)). After specifying
a model, its model-implied covariance matrix can be obtained with the function theta.2.Sigma.theta()
in the MBESS package as follows. The function theta.2.Sigma.theta() has three arguments: (a) model
refers to a specified SEM model object, (b) theta refers to a list of model parameters, and (c) latent.vars
refers to a list of the names of the latent variables in the model.

> require(MBESS)

> theta <- c(1, 1, 0.3, 1,1, 0.3, 0.3, 1, 1, 0.6, 0.6, 0.49, 0.3136, 0.3136, 0.51,

0.51, 0.51, 0.2895, 0.51, 0.2895, 0.2895, 0.51, 0.51)

> names(theta) <- c("lambda1", "lambda2", "lambda3", "lambda4", "lambda5",

"lambda6", "lambda7", "lambda8", "lambda9", "gamma11", "beta21", "phi11", "psi11",

"psi22", "delta1", "delta2", "delta3", "delta4", "delta5", "delta6", "delta7",

"delta8", "delta9")

> res <- theta.2.Sigma.theta(model=Model.2, theta=theta, latent.vars=c("xi1",

"eta1","eta2"))

> Sigma <- res$Sigma.theta

Therefore, the object Sigma is the model-implied population covariance matrix (i.e., Σ). To create a misspec-
ified model (i.e., M∗(·)), we can add and/or remove paths in the original model as described in the previous
section of Monte Carlo simulation study in the text.

> Model.2.star <- specify.model()

xi1 -> y1, lambda1, 1

xi1 -> y2, NA, 1

xi1 -> y3, lambda2, 1

xi1 -> y4, lambda3, 0.3

eta1 -> y4, lambda4, 1

eta1 -> y5, NA, 1

eta1 -> y6, lambda5, 0.96

eta2 -> y6, lambda7, 0.33

eta2 -> y7, lambda8, 1.33

eta2 -> y8, NA, 1

eta2 -> y9, lambda9, 1

xi1 -> eta1, gamma11, 0.6

eta1 -> eta2, beta21, 0.65

xi1 <-> xi1, phi11, 0.49

eta1 <-> eta1, psi11, 0.3136

eta2 <-> eta2, psi22, 0.23

y1 <-> y1, delta1, 0.51

y2 <-> y2, delta2, 0.51

y3 <-> y3, delta3, 0.51
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y4 <-> y4, delta4, 0.2895

y5 <-> y5, delta5, 0.51

y6 <-> y6, delta6, 0.29

y7 <-> y7, delta7, 0.22

y8 <-> y8, delta8, 0.56

y9 <-> y9, delta9, 0.56

Given a population covariance matrix (i.e., Sigma) and a misspecified model (i.e., Model.2.star), we can
conduct Monte Carlo simulation with the function ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity() in MBESS as follows.

> require(MASS)

> ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity(width=0.02, model=Model.2.star, Sigma=Sigma, G=1000),

where width refers to desired confidence interval width, model is the model of interest, Sigma is the
population covariance matrix, and G is the number of replications in simulation. After successfully finishing
the 1,000 replications, the function will return a list of results that contains various empirical properties of the
1,000 random confidence intervals. The above call to ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity() to conduct Monte
Carlo simulation is based on M∗(·) and Σ. A Monte Carlo simulation can also be performed based on M(·) and
Σ∗, where Σ∗ can be obtained with the function Sigma.2.SigmaStar() in MBESS.
> res <- Sigma.2.SigmaStar(model=model.2, model.par=theta, latent.var=c("xi1",

"eta1", "eta2"), discrep=22*0.0268*0.0268)

> Sigma.star <- res$Sigma.star

> ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity(width=0.02, model=Model.2, Sigma=Sigma.star, G=1000)

The argument discrep in Sigma.2.SigmaStar() refers to the value of the discrepancy function defined in
Equation 1 in Kelley and Lai (2011a); the value is specified as 22× .0268× .0268 so that the population RMSEA
is .0268, according to Equation 6 in Kelley and Lai (2011a) (22 is the model degrees of freedom). Note that the
call to ss.aipe.rmsea.sensitivity() this time is based on Model.2 (i.e., M(·)) and Sigma.star (i.e.,
Σ∗).
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